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TACKLE BOX AND CUT BLOCKS 
 
Looking through some old correspondence I found a note from a coach that had just moved to 
our area from Oklahoma.  He wanted to know about the legality of a play that he had apparently 
run successfully in Oklahoma, but one of his assistants here in Colorado told him was illegal. 
When I called him on the phone he rambled on about the "tackle box" and "cut blocks." 
 
He wanted to pull his right tackle and his right guard and have them "lead" as a "double thud" on 
a play going to the left.  Then he wanted his right tight end to "cut" the defensive left tackle to 
eliminate pursuit. 
 
I explained that I knew nothing of "tackle boxes," "cut blocks" or "double thuds."  They must be 
"coaching terms' I replied. 
 
I went on to explain that I did know something about the "Free Blocking Zone" and I did know 
about "blocking below the waist." 
 
The FBZ  extends 4-yards horizontally on each side of the ball and 2-yards vertically on each side 
fo the ball giving teams an 8-yard by 4-yard rectangle in which blocking below the waist could 
occur if certain other restrictions were met.  The important restriction for this coach and this play 
is whether or not the tight end had any part of his body in the FBZ when the ball was snapped.  
The tight end is not automatically in the "tackle box" as he had hoped.  And, even if he does have 
some part of his body in the FBZ the opponent he is "cutting" must be in the zone as well and on 
the LOS. So, some times the tight end might be able to block below the waist if he blocks in, but 
he couldn't BIB going out, because the defensive end wasn't in the FBZ or the strong safety 
wasn't on the line. 
 
Also, remember that the FBZ disintegrates when the ball leaves the zone making "cut" blocks 
almost immediate on many plays. 
 
And this is the important guideline for us.  We as a crew have to know  if the tight end is in the 
FBZ. A good time to find this out is before the game when teams are warming up and practicing 
plays.  The Back Judge should make special note of where the tight ends are on their various 
formations and communicate this information at the "post" pre-game.  The "post" pre-game takes 
place at the designated upright at about 10 minutes before the game when the crew shares 
pertinent information about each team.  Are the QB's right handed?  What foot does the field goal 
kicker use.  Did the coaches share any "trick" plays with the referee.  Thing like that. And very 
importantly, are the tight ends in the FBZ. 
 
Now days when spread formations abound, they often have rendered this issue moot.  But, when 
the formations are more traditional, think about "tackle boxes" and "cut blocks." 

 

 
 


